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INTRODUCTION
This toolkit has been developed to provide tools and information related to World Cavity Free Future
Day.
World Cavity-Free Future Day (WCFFDay) takes place on 14th October annually.
2019 will be the fourth year of the WCFFDay initiative, which was first held in 2016 as an drive to raise
awareness of dental caries and to encourage people to think about their dental health and that of their
families.
Each year the initiative has grown with involvement in 2017 and 2018
spanning over six continents. We hope for 2019 to be the biggest year
yet, building on the lectures, community projects and communications
drives of last year to create an exciting, wide reaching campaign.

For resources Click Here

INTRODUCTION
This year’s theme is:

#BabiesAreSweetEnough
We will be utilising the strapline:

‘Limiting sugar for under two’s can lead to a lifetime of health benefits.’
There is a wealth of misinformation and confusion amongst members of the public about appropriate
guidance for how children under 2 should be eating, and what their oral care routines should look like.
With the WCFFDay Campaign this year we hope to be able to share guidance to and through dental
teams, midwives, parents and other caregivers to ensure that those who are responsible for caring for
young children have access to the correct information.

For resources Click Here

INTRODUCTION
In addition to the activities planned through the Alliance for a Cavity-Free Future Global team, we
invite our Chapters and partner organisations to each participate in WCFFDay.
The webpages found at ‘www.wcffday.org’ can be shared as part of your outreach – it includes
access to resources, information and general downloads in multiple languages.

Materials referenced in these slides are saved to a shared Google Drive folder.
They are provided without restriction for your use.
We look forward to working with you to drive a successful WCFFDay in 2019. If you have any access
issues with the Google Drive or need more information, please email contact@wcffday.org.

For resources Click Here

PUBLIC RELATIONS INTRO: THE 5 W’S
Effective Public relations follows the concept of 5 ‘W’s –

Who, What, When, Where & Why.
Every communication you issue to every audience must, at minimum, ensure those five ‘W’s are
addressed.

For resources Click Here

PR: DEVELOPING KEY MESSAGES
In order to succeed at effective PR, your communications should tell your story in
a way that is easy to remember and impactful. For example:
Sample Message
Problem

Worldwide, between 60–90% of school children and nearly 100% of
adults have dental caries.

Solution

The ACFF aims to engage communities across the globe, increasing
awareness of caries prevention, providing resources for those with
limited access to dental care and shifting the focus of dental professionals
to an increasingly ‘preventive’ way of managing patients.

Localized

In [insert country] statistics show [insert number or percentage] of
children and [insert number or percentage] of adults have dental decay
and most don’t know that early stages of cavities can be prevented and
controlled.

Call to action

For more information visit www.wcffday.org

For resources Click Here

PR: GLOBAL CAMPAIGN KEY MESSAGES
1

Now it’s fourth year, World Cavity-Free Future Day (WCFFDay) continues to gain
momentum and make progress by engaging communities around the world that
are working towards a Cavity-Free Future.

2

More than 600 million children worldwide are affected by Early Childhood
Caries, despite the fact that it is an unnecessary and unacceptable burden for
children, families and society.

3

Baby bottle and breastfeeding beyond 12 months, especially if frequent and/or
nocturnal, are associated with increased risk of Early Childhood Caries.

PR: GLOBAL CAMPAIGN KEY MESSAGES
4

Caries prevalence in children rises with age, and caries is left largely untreated
in children under the age of 3, leading to huge cost and health implications.

5

Children should first be assessed by a dental professional by the time they are
one year old, to assess their caries risk and offer advice and treatment where
necessary.

6

Increasing the age at which sugar is introduced and reducing the frequency of
its consumption are two critical characteristics in ensuring effective prevention
of Early Childhood Caries.

PR: GLOBAL CAMPAIGN KEY MESSAGES
7

8

Join the social movement on October 14th by using the #WCFFDay and
#BabiesAreSweetEnough hashtags on social media. Share your top toothhealthy tips or show us your best smiles to show your commitment to a
Cavity-Free future.

Everyone can make a real difference in the oral health of individuals and
communities by uniting to share clear advice on the most effective ways to
beat cavities and improve overall oral health.

PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES

For resources Click Here

PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES
Professional resources can be utilized when communicating with both dental healthcare
professionals as well as other healthcare professionals.
Tool/Resource

Objective

 Discussion Guide for
Dental Professionals

To support dental
professionals in their efforts
to discuss early childhood
caries with patients

 Discussion Guide for
Healthcare Professionals

To support general medical
professionals in an effort to
understand their role in
helping to educate patients

For resources Click Here

Actions
 Review the discussion guide
 Share with dental
professionals involved in your
organisation/local area
 Review the discussion guide
 Share with medical
professionals involved in your
organisation/local area

FAMILY RESOURCES

For resources Click Here

FAMILY RESOURCES
Family resources can be utilized when communicating with parents and caregivers about the
importance of good oral health in driving a cavity-free future

Tool/Resource






Brushing Chart
Cavity-Free Certificate
Oral Health Report Card
Sugar Guidelines
Public Caries Fact Sheet

For resources Click Here

Objective

Actions

Educate the public on
appropriate oral health
regimes and offer
resources to encourage
good oral hygiene for
families.

 Review materials and
determine applicability for your
groups
 Share resources with parents
and caregivers or other
relevant individuals involved
with your event/efforts

GENERAL RESOURCES

For resources Click Here

GENERAL RESOURCES
Copies of, or adapted versions of the general resources can be utilized when developing your
WCFFDay events and efforts, especially in pre-promotion and on social media.
Tool/Resource

Objective

 WCFFDay Backgrounder
 Caries Factsheets
 Logos

Use information and factsheets
to create a branded,
 Use information to create
personalized series of resources
your own documents
to support and promote
 Share with partners
WCFFDay events and efforts

 Posters

Advertise WCFFDay in your
workplace or university

 Website

For resources Click Here

Actions

 Print and use resources

To offer a space for all resources  Direct people to the website
and information to be available  Download resources
 Use information to create
to the public.
your own documents

PUBLIC RELATIONS RESOURCES:

SOCIAL MEDIA

For resources Click Here

PR: SOCIAL MEDIA OVERVIEW
•

Social media is one of the most cost-effective and direct ways to reach target audiences with
your message.

•

By consistently sharing content on social media, it is possible to drive interest in a topic or
cause, which helps to create and sustain momentum of the overall consumer program.

•

People are far more likely to act on content shared by friends on social media, helping to
spread the word across multiple networks.

•

Social media can be used to find and engage with key thought leaders and influencers who
are passionate about oral health issues.

For resources Click Here

PR: SOCIAL MEDIA BEST PRACTICES
Use the official hashtags #WCFFDay and #BabiesAreSweetEnough
Ensure content is timely & relevant

Earn your audience’s attention

•
•
•
•

Keep posts simple, short and conversational in tone.
Twitter happens in real time and your tweets should, too.
In general limit Facebook posts to 1 per day.
Link in appropriate groups and threads using ‘@’ and ‘#’
capabilities.

•

Communicate your message visually using images; videos
receive the most engagement.
When filming or photographing individuals (professionals or
consumers), secure the necessary consent and release
forms.
Share relevant, up-to-date messaging and information.

•

•
•
Engage with your audiences and
influencers with a strong call to action •

For resources Click Here

Encourage engagement with your content- open channels of
cross-communication by linking in other interested parties
Build digital relationships with those who have influence with
your target audience.

PR: SOCIAL MEDIA BEST PRACTICES
Social media channels that are well established are an ideal way to reach multiple
audiences with your key messages as well as information about local events.
Following best practices, plan to post on Facebook no more than once per day
and no more than three times each day on Twitter.
Post Type

Timing

Best Practices

Facebook
Event

As soon as event details are
finalized

Create a Facebook event for your page, share with
followers and consider paid promotion to reach
more people who might attend/participate. Ensure
that you answer the 5Ws in your event listing.

Facebook
Page

One post per day, up to five
posts per week

Incorporate a call-to-action
Utilise official images/logos into your posts

Twitter

Ongoing, peaking at 2-3 days
prior to event and throughout

Make use of @ and # to increase visibility of posts.

For resources Click Here

PR: SOCIAL MEDIA TOP TIPS
Twitter
•

•
•

Twitter posts – should be limited to 200 characters (even though the new
limit is 280 characters) to allow for re-tweets with lead-ins from others
who share content
Include images as much as possible
Content can be posted 2-3 times per day per channel

Facebook
•
•
•

Posts should be limited to 2-3 sentences; include images and tag others
where possible;
Do not post more than 2 times per day
When sharing unpaid (non-boosted) Facebook posts, be careful of using
words such as ‘Like, ‘Comment’, or ‘Share’ in the body of posts as this can
affect their reach.

PR: SOCIAL MEDIA RESOURCES
Copies of, or adapted versions of the general resources can be utilized when developing your
WCFFDay events and efforts, especially in pre-promotion and on social media.
Tool/Resource
 Sharable Image
Template
 Facebook Profile Frame

Objective
Build posts around official
WCFFDay images
Show your support through the
Profile Picture Frame plug in.

Actions
 Download images and edit to
add to posts
 Go to ‘Edit Profile Picture’‘Add Frame’- Search ACFF

 Example Posts

To provide initial content for
Social media Posts

 Twitter Header
 YouTube Header

Advertise your support of
WCFFDay through your personal  Upload images to your
or professional Social Media
accounts
profiles

For resources Click Here

 Use the following posts to
begin building your campaign

PR: EXAMPLE POSTS- FACEBOOK

The age at which you first give your baby sugary food and drink
can have a real impact on their future oral health! Learn more
about how to limit sugar and give your baby the best start in life
at www.wcffday.org
#WCFFDay #BabiesAreSweetEnough #CavityFreeFuture
For resources Click Here

PR: EXAMPLE POSTS- LAYOUT
Did you know that cavities can
affect children as soon as they
develop their first teeth! There
may be things that you are doing
which contribute to a
heightened risk of cavities for
your children. Visit
www.wcffday.org to find out
more.
#WCFFDay
#BabiesAreSweetEnough
#CavityFreeFuture

For resources Click Here

PR: EXAMPLE POSTS- TEXT
1

2

3

Sample Text for Editing
Only x days till #WorldCavityFreeFuture Day! October 14th is #WCFFDay. To find out more and to join
in the fight against caries go to <www.wcffday.org> #WCFFDay #WCFFD #CavityFree #ACFF
#OralHealth #BabiesAreSweetEnough
Limiting sugar for Under Twos can lead to a lifetime of health benefits. Help spread the word of
#WorldCavityFreeFutureDay. Visit www.wcffday.org to find out how you can make a difference.
#WCFF #CavityFree #ACFF #OralHealth #BabiesAreSweetEnough
We are pleased to be partnering with the ACFF during World Cavity Free Future Day on 14th
October. Reducing sugar for the Under Twos is crucial for future health. For more information, visit
www.wcffday.org.
#WCFF #CavityFree #ACFF #OralHealth #BabiesAreSweetEnough

4

We are proud partners of @ACFFGlobal and the World Cavity Free Future Day. To find out more visit
www.wcffday.org.
#WCFF #CavityFree #ACFF #OralHealth #BabiesAreSweetEnough

5

Today is #WorldCavityFreeFuture day! We are proud to be partnered with @ACFFGlobal to help
spread awareness of this important event. Visit www.wcffday.org for more information. #WCFF
#CavityFree #ACFF #OralHealth #BabiesAreSweetEnough

For resources Click Here

WCFFDAY SOCIAL MEDIA CONCEPTS

Dominican Republic

China

EDSA Facebook Filter
For resources Click Here

PUBLIC RELATIONS RESOURCES:

MEDIA

For resources Click Here

PR: MEDIA RESOURCES
Copies of, or adapted versions of the general resources can be utilized when developing your
WCFFDay events and efforts, especially in pre-promotion and on social media.
Tool/Resource

Objective

Actions

 Press release

To communicate with local
media outlets

 Adapt template materials for
use in your area

 Infographic template

To provide a factual,
customizable template including  Adapt template and text for
images and facts which can be
use in your area
edited and shared locally.

 WCFFDay 1 page
Backgrounder

Create a robust media kit to
support and promote WCFFDay
events and efforts

For resources Click Here

 Use information to create
your own documents
 Share with partners

PR: LEVERAGING LOCAL MEDIA
There are a variety of PR tactics you might consider using to raise awareness of
WCFFDay and any related local event(s). If possible, consider working with a local PR
agency to determine which tactics are most appropriate for your market.
Distribute a Press Release or Radio News Release

• Use the template press release and update as appropriate with local details
about partners, event date, etc.
• Distribute via a local newswire and/or to specific media contacts; or work
with a vendor to share the news over the radio (radio news release)

Conduct Local Media Outreach

• Reach out to local media, calendar/event listings, create a Facebook event,
take out advertising, print flyers, distribute emails (email marketing)
• Conduct outreach to influential, local media contacts at healthcare/public
health, dental, consumer and business publications to alert them of the news

Coordinate with Local Partners

• Update and share local versions of the template materials with third-party
partners to use with contacts

For resources Click Here

WCFFDAY PREVIOUS MEDIA DRIVES

For resources Click Here

PUBLIC RELATIONS RESOURCES:

ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS

For resources Click Here

PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIVITIES
The following pages will help you to design, implement and promote your WCFFDay activity. As with any event, it is
important to ensure that you plan your action as far in advance as possible and consider paid promotion on social
media to expand reach.
Example Activity

Preparation checklist

Host a WCFFDay event
at your school /
practice/ university







Engage with local
bloggers or
spokespeople

Share WCFFDay
information on social
media

Review and adapt relevant template materials for use in your area
Create tailored key messages
Utilise images/logos/content suggestions for promotional materials
Adapt template press release for local coverage.
Direct people to the WCFFDay website for further information

 Review information and determine if a spokesperson is right for your efforts
 Determine requirements for working with spokespeople and/or bloggers
 Approach targets with full information and resources available





For resources Click Here

Review and adapt relevant template materials for use in your area
Implement social media campaign and track efforts via analytics
Use and adapt sample Tweets and Facebook posts
Research effective local hashtags and groups to link in to the campaign

PR: CREATING A LOCAL EVENT
When creating a local event, the principle of the ‘5 W’s’ is very important:
•
•
•
•

Select a date, time and location
Have a purpose for your event – free
caries screening, family health fair, etc.
Ensure you have enough staff or
volunteers for your event
Tell people about your event

For resources Click Here

5 Ws

Sample answer

Who

Smith Family Dental of Davenport

What

Healthy Families Fun Fair

When

Saturday 13 October, 2-4pm

Where

Standish Park Gazebo, 123 Main Street

Why

In celebration of World Cavity Free Future Day, we
are hosting an afternoon of family fun including a
petting zoo, bounce house, dental screenings for
children, healthy snacks for purchase, games and
prizes

WCFFDAY EVENTS AND ACTION PROJECTS

‘Prevention Bus’- USA

For resources Click Here

Children's Health Drive- Colombia

PR: WORKING WITH SPOKESPEOPLE
Spokespeople can have a positive
influence on your WCFFDay efforts by
helping to drive penetration of key
messages by providing the following:
A compelling personal story or connection
to creating a cavity-free future for children
In-depth professional knowledge of the
childhood caries landscape
Insights on the unmet need in your local
market (i.e., the need for increased
awareness, prevention and treatment of
childhood caries)

For resources Click Here

PR: TYPES OF SPOKESPEOPLE
Type of Spokesperson

Possible Key Messages

Local celebrity

•

Dentist or other oral
•
healthcare professional;
Public health professional

•
Parent of a child who has
benefitted from the
detection/treatment of
early childhood caries

•

•

For resources Click Here

How to Engage

Early childhood caries is a real
problem here in (country) and I
am dedicated to raising
awareness, especially on World
Cavity Free Future Day

Through a personal connection and/or agent
or other representative. Note that
celebrities almost always need to be paid a
fee for their time.

In my practice / my work, I see
so many children whose overall
health is negatively impacted by
untreated early childhood
caries.
I want all parents and caregivers
to know that…

Via 1:1 communication (phone call, email or
in-person). Note that while they may not
need to be paid, they may need to disclose
any conflicts of interest.

When my son’s dentist found
evidence of the early stages of
cavities, I wasn’t sure what it
would mean for my family.
At the time, I didn’t know that
ECC could be treated or even
reversed.

Via 1:1 communication (phone call or
email). Note that they may need to sign a
release form if sharing personal health
information.

PR: WORKING WITH BLOGGERS
• Bloggers can help drive awareness of the WCFFDay message as well as
local events. It is important to build blogger relationships early with a twoway dialogue about possible future engagements and not just one-time or
immediate needs.
• The most influential bloggers may charge a fee or request services in
return for writing blog post(s) about WCFFDay. Note that if they receive
any type of compensation or services, that information must be disclosed
in each post.
Sample disclaimer language: World Cavity-Free Future Day is an initiative of
the Alliance for a Cavity-Free Future. This post was sponsored by the Alliance’s
France Chapter, all opinions expressed here are my own #ad

For resources Click Here

WCFFDAY SPOKESPEOPLE CAMPAIGNS
AUSTRALIA/NEW
ZEALAND CHAPTER

High Profile Bloggers brought on
board with the campaign.

For resources Click Here

THANK YOU
for committing to work together with us to ensure that
World Cavity-Free Future Day is a success.
We would love to hear about your projects, please send any relevant information to
contact@wcffday.org

